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warmth of the British Isles and Western Europe
generally to the Quit Stream bufc thib has no
influence whatever except, in so far as jt feeds the
North Atlantic Dnf+ Both the Gulf Stream
and the Isorth Atlantic Drift owe their move
men to the direction of the prevailing winds
and it is the south westerly lira reirn coming
from warmer regions and passing over the
urface waters of the Atlantic Drift that brings
the warmth inland to influence the climate oi
Western Europe
Gull An extremely well known long winged sea
bird with rather short legs and webbed feet
In almost all adults the body and tail are white
whilst the back and most of the wings are grej
or black In the majority of cases the plumage
of juveniles is partly or entirely dusky Gulls
are omm orous and are very useful as scaven
gers They follow shir* and quieklj seize upon
any refuse which may be thrown overboard.
There are 44 species which vary in size from
moderately small to large With certain
exceptions such as the Kittiwake in the North
Atlantic they are not found very far from land
They are sociable and mostly breed in colonies
on cliff ledges on islands beaches and sandhills
and among vegetation in swamps sometimes a
long way from the sea The nest is usualh
substantial and the eggs generally number from
two to three Of the 29 species breeding in the
northern hemisphere 14 occur in the British
Isles The pure white Ivory Gull is the mosf
northerly of birds Sabme s and the Swallow
tailed Gull have forked tails Ross s Gnll has
a black ring round the neck and one species
Franklins Gull migrates from the North
where it breeds to pas., the winter in the
Southern hemisphere
Gums are glutinous compounds obtained from
vegetable sources soluble in cold or hot water
but not in alcohol There are innumerable
varieties Gum Arabic is exuded from a species
of acacia grown in Senegal the Sudan Arabia
India and other countries and is a valuah'e
commercial product used in dyeing ink
making as a mucilage and in medicine India
rubber is an elastic gum Gums are also made
from starch potatoes wheat etc from seeds
bark roots and weeds Many so-called gunit.
are resins
Gun-Cotton a powerful explosive manufactured
by subjecting a prepared cotton to the pro
longed action Of a mixture of three parts sul
phunc acid and one part of nitric acid It burns
without explosion on ignition but by percussion
explodes with a force five times greater than
that of gunpowder
Gunpowder also called black powder the
oldest of explosive mixtures consists of salt
petre sulphur and charcoal intimately mixed
the proportions being varied for different
intended uses
Gunpowder Plot was a conspiracy by a desperate
band of Roman Catholics m the reign of
Jame^ I to avenge the harsh treatment to
which Catholics were subjected Barrels of
gunpowder were secreted in the vaults under
neath the Houses of Parliament and it was
proposed to fire these when the King and his
Ministers assembled on Kov 5 1605 The
plot was betrayed and Guy Fawkes and his
co conspirators were arrested and executed.
The date serves to perpetuate the ancient cub
torn of burning the effigy of Fawkes. a custom
m which young people are the most enthusiastic
participants with bonfires fireworks etc
Gurnard a sea-fish, with large bony head and
diminutive body of which there are some forty
species They are plentiful m British waters
Gymnasium originally the name given m ancient
Greece to the public places where Greek youth
used to exercise and receive instruction.
Plato Aristotle and other great teachers lee
tured there The Greek institution was never
very popular with the Bomans and It was not
until the 18th and 19th cent that the cult of
combining physical with intellectual activity
again found a place in educational systems In
Germany the name was applied to the classical
grammar school m this country and America
to the halls where gymnastics were: practised
Gypsies, a nomadic race believed to be of Indian
origin their language Romany is related to
 the languages of N W India They are spread
over many parts of the world but are most
common in Europe where they appeared to
wards the end of the Middle Ages The English
name gy$sy comes from the Spanish gitano =
Egyptian other European names axe Zwemer
(Ger) zingaro (It) tzwany (Magyar) all re
sembhng the Persian zmgar — a saddler Tien-
history has been one of persecution Hitler
treated them like the Jews In Britain since
the war they have been kept increasingly on
the move but in 1968 Parliament passed a Bill
to make the provisions of sites a duty of local
authorities The Netherlands passed a similar
BDl in 19181 It is now more usual to speak of
gypsies as travellers Economic pressure
has largely removed their traditional crafts of
tinkering basket making peg making The
majority now deal in scrap iron paper and rag"
Gypsum a whitish mineral consisting of hydrated
sulphate of calcium The finest gypsum is
alabaster When heated gypsum is converted
into the powder called Plaster of Pans the
water it loses can be taken up when the plaster
is wetted, and the reconversion of Plaster of
Paris into gypsum accounts for the way in
which the former sets hard The name
Plaster of Paris came from the location of
important gypsum Quarries in the Montmartre
district of Pans It was found after the flood
disasters of Jan 1953 that gypsum could
undo the effect of sea water By spreading it
for the rain to wash into the aofl thousands of
acres of farmland in Holland and Britain were
made productive again
Gyroscope is a symmetncal rapidly rotating object
typically wheel like which because of its mass
and rotation possesses a lot of the dynamical
property known as a.ngnidT momentum Basic
dynamical laws tell us that angular momentum
is conserved and a consequence of this is that the
axis of rotation tends to stay pointing in the
same direction. Disturbing influences make a
gyroscope s motion complicated but the general
effect of the presence of a gyroscope attached to
any body is to help to stabilise the bodys
motion. This is made use of in reducing the
rocking of ships and in compasses and control
systems in aircraft torpedoes and missiles
Habeas Corpus the name given to a writ ordering
the body of a person under restraint or an
pnsonment to be brought into court for full
mauity into the legality of the restraint to be
made The first Habeas Corpus Act was passed
in 1679 though nominally such a right had ex
isted from Mama Carta but some oi the more
despotic kings had disregarded it In times of
public peril the privilege of Jmbeas corpus is
sometimes temporarily suspended many
instances occurring in the history of Ireland
and during the First and Second World Wars
Haber Process the important industrial process
for synthesising ammonia from atmospheric
nitrogen Nitrogen and hydrogen are made
to combine at high pressure (200 atmospheres
or upwards) in an electric arc
Haddock one of the best known fishes abounding
m northern seas and averaging about 4 Ib in
weight Belated to the cod Largely used for
curing and sold as flTvnn.n baddies.
Hade of veins a mining term mdicatmt, the par
ticular inclination that any vein seam o' strata
may have from the perpendicular thut, in
Weardale the veins mainly hade to the
north
Hadrian's Wall    See Roman Walls
Haematite ferric oxide one of the principal
iron ores containing about 70% of the metal
It is usually found in kidney-shaped masses
and is specular red or brown m thin fragments
but greyish hi bulk
Haemocyanin, the respiratory pigment of crus
taceans and molluscs It functions like
haemoglobin, from which it differs in con
taming copper instead of iron and being blue
when oxidised instead of red See 3736(2)
Haemoglobin, the pigment containing iron which
gives red blood corpuscles their colour It is a
respiratory pigment having the property of
picking up oxygen when the blood passes

